In this paper we describe an approach to maximum likelihood estimation of linear SISO models when both input and output data are missing. The criterion minimized in the algorithms is the Euclidean norm of the prediction error vector scaled by a particular function of the covariance matrix of the observed output data. We also provide insight into when simpler and in general sub-optimal schemes are indeed optimal. The algorithm has been prototyped in Matlab, and we report numerical results that support the theory.
Introduction
Missing data is a commonly occurring phenomenon in industrial applications. As identification experiments are often both time consuming and expensive it is usually not an option to discard data sets containing missing measurements. Instead, people frequently use different ad hoc methods to fill in the missing data. This will most often result in biased parameter estimates, see [15] for examples of methods used and the effect they cause. The more data that is missing the more harmful influence the use of these ad hoc methods has. This explains the great interest in algorithms that can handle missing data.
Data can be missing at random time instants or according to periodical patterns. Examples of randomly missing data are outliers and random sensor failures. Periodically missing data appear for example in time sharing of sensors, radar scans and multirate sampling. When the input is sampled at a faster rate than the output a periodic missing output data problem results [9] , [29] .
Missing data does not only occur in industrial applications. Much work has been done in statistics and econometrics where time series are considered. A very good survey of the work done in statistics is presented in the book [18] . Other references also considering time series are [13] , [22] , [23] , [24] and [25] where AR models are studied and [1] , [6] , [16] and [28] where ARMA models are studied. Some approaches, based on the EM method [4] or the Kullback-Liebler information measure, for different model types include [14] , [34] and [36] . A very promising approximate EM method is presented in [32] . In [9] and [29] least squares methods are used for periodic ARMAX and ARX models, respectively. In [33] neural networks are used and in [26] a Bayesian learning approach is taken for ARMAX models. Frequency domain methods are used in [27] . Recently nuclear norm minimization based on ideas from subspace identification has been proposed, [5, 10, 21, 19] . This is not a complete reference list. For all references mentioned above either the methods do not consider exact maximum likelihood estimation, and are hence not optimal, or the methods do only consider special cases of models, i.e. no unified treatment of all common models in system identification is provided.
The algorithms presented in this article can handle most commonly used models in system identification, such as Box-Jenkins, ARMAX, ARX, FIR, OE, ARMA, AR and MA models. Both data missing at random time instants and data missing according to periodic patterns can be taken care of. Moreover, both missing output data and missing input data is treated. However, the algorithms cannot handle cases when the missing data pattern is dependent on the signal. If for example all output data with a magnitude greater than two is missing the algorithms may not produce the correct answer. To be more precise, the distributions of the signals and the data missing mechanism have to be independent, see e.g. [18] . Unfortunately the statistics literature, [18] , calls this condition on the data missing mechanism to be "missing at random". However it is possible to have the data be missing deterministically, e.g. according to a pre-described periodic pattern independent of the signals. Of course it is not sufficient that the times when the data is missing are described by a distribution, since this distribution is not allowed to be dependent on the distribution of the signal. In this work we assume that we know when the data is missing. In case this is not the case the problem becomes much more complicated.
This work relies heavily of the work presented in [11, 12] , where maximum likelihood estimation of general Gaussian models with missing data is presented. There it is shown that the algorithm we are proposing to use is more efficient than the EM algorithm, which is a popular choice of algorithm when data is missing. The approach to solve the problem is based on linear algebra. This is the vehicle to a unified treatment, and it is the opinion of the authors that this approach simplifies the presentation of the theory and adds insight into the problem. Of course, the algorithms can be implemented using state-space models, fixed-interval Kalman smoothers et cetera. It is hinted throughout the article what matrix multiplication, data estimation and so on corresponds to in other frameworks. However, we will show that sparse linear algebra techniques provide a reasonably efficient implementation. It should be stressed that straight forward application of the results in [11, 12] will not provide an efficient implementation.
The novel contributions of this article are mainly threefold: 1) A unified and efficient treatment of system identification for missing data for many commonly used linear SISO models; 2) Handling of missing outputs and inputs in a seamless way; 3) Insight into when simple, commonly used, and in general sub-optimal schemes indeed are optimal. It is possible to extend the results any model structure that is linear in the inputs, the outputs and the noise, including MIMO systems.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2 the models considered are presented. Section 3 first recapitulates how system identification is performed when all data is observed. Then the criterion to minimize to obtain the maximum likelihood estimate when output data is missing is discussed. Two ways to handle missing input data are presented in Section 4. How to actually solve the resulting optimization problems is shown in Section 5. In Section 6 computational efficiency is discussed. Some illustrative numerical examples can be found in Section 7. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 8.
Models
Assume that input data and output data from a linear SISO system is collected from time k = 1 to time k = n and that all signals are zero for times k ≤ 0. If this assumption does not hold in an application it has negligible influence on the estimated model in case n is large. However, if this is not the case other methods than the one we propose should be used. The output and input data are stacked into vectors
respectively. Then a general model, linear in data, describing the relationship between the input signal and the output signal can be written as
where A and B are n × n matrices that can have a complex nonlinear dependence on the model parameters. The zero mean random vector e has uncorrelated entries and covariance matrix λI n where I n is the n × n identity matrix. In this article the matrices A and B are either restricted to be on the form
or the model has B = 0 and A is of the form
where 0 n is the n × n zero matrix and β is a scalar. The matrix S n is the n×n shift matrix with zeros except on the first sub-diagonal which consists of ones, and n k is the time delay between the input signal and the output signal. The matrices A i , B, C i , D i and F are defined as
for i = 1, 2, where S 0 n is defined to be I n . This is general enough to describe the models commonly used in system identification such as Box-Jenkins, AR-MAX, ARX, FIR, OE, ARMA, AR and MA models. They have A and B as in (2)- (3) and the choices of A 1 , B, C 1 , D 1 and F for these special cases are given in Table 1 . More general model classes may be considered by considering other choices of A and B. The matrices defined in (4)-(6) are banded lower triangular Toeplitz matrices. This class of matrices has several interesting properties. Multiplication of two lower triangular Toeplitz matrices is commutative and the resulting matrix is also lower triangular Toeplitz. The inverse of a lower triangular Toeplitz is lower triangular Toeplitz. Both C i , i = 1, 2, and F can be written as the sum of the identity matrix and a strictly lower triangular matrix L. The matrix L is linear in the parameters and as it is strictly lower triangular it is nilpotent. It is easy to show that the inverse of such a matrix is (I n + L)
k=1 (−L) k , and hence both the Table 1 : Special cases of the model in (1) . When a matrix is listed as free the parameters in (4)- (6) for that matrix are not fixed. Note how choosing a filter to be one or zero, when system identification is treated in a filtering framework, corresponds to choosing a matrix to be the identity matrix or the zero matrix. Model
free free free free ARMAX free free free I n I n ARX free free
inverse matrix and the entire model are polynomial in the parameters. Multiplication of two lower triangular Toeplitz matrices corresponds to the convolution of two linear filters. The filter coefficients are the entries of the first column of the matrices. Filtering a signal vector is done by multiplying it with a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix. Inverse filtering corresponds to multiplication with the inverse of a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix. The derivatives of A i , i = 1, 2, and B 1 with respect to the parameters are given in the appendix. Note that multiplying a signal by these derivatives also corresponds to linear filtering. Also time-varying models can be written as (2)- (3). The matrices will still be lower triangular but as the parameters vary they will no longer be Toeplitz.
Identification when only output data is missing
When all data is observed, the parameters of the models listed in Table 1 can be estimated with a prediction error method [20] , [31] . The estimate is obtained by finding the parameters that minimize the Euclidean norm of the prediction error vector. This is equivalent to solving the nonlinear least squares 
where θ are the parameters that appear in the definitions of the matrices in (4)- (6) . Prediction error methods yield the maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters if the random vector e is Gaussian. Let T m be a matrix containing entries that are either one or zero. The entries in T m are chosen such that they pick out the missing data in y. The transpose of T m will then pick out the columns in A that are multiplied with the missing output data. Similarly, let T o be a matrix that picks out the observed data in y. Such matrices have the property that (1) can be written as
This form is convenient when missing output data is to be estimated.
It can be shown that the criterion to minimize for missing output data is min θ,ym
where
m is a projection matrix and and n o is the number of observed output data points. See [11, 12] for a derivation of this result. The calculations are based on writing down the likelihood function of the observed data, but too long to present here again. Note that, for the models listed in Table 1 , (8) reduces to (7) when all output data is observed. The residual of the separable nonlinear least squares problem in (8) is proportional to the determinant of the covariance matrix of the observed output data which is
Based on the results in [11, 12] it is possible to show that (8) can be written as
As det(A T A) = 1 for the models listed in Table 1 the criterion (9) can be further simplified to
Solving this separable nonlinear least squares problem yields the maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters if the random vector e is Gaussian, [11, 12] . For FIR and OE models A is the identity matrix. The matrix A m consists of selected columns of A. 
which is the same criterion as in (7). Several authors have suggested to minimize this criterion also for other model structures than the ones for which it is the correct criterion, e.g. [30] . It is further analyzed in [24, 35, 32] , and it has been found to be suboptimal for ARX models and optimal for FIR models. This method is also implemented in misdata in Matlab's System Identification toolbox, [20, Chapter 14.2], where it is correctly mentioned that this is an approximate method. In [32] an approximate EM method with similarities to the the method above is proposed to reduce the problems with sub-optimality. It is demonstrated to be computationally less expensive than the EM method for AR models, and it provide a better estimate than when minimizing (11) . However, it does not provide the true maximum likelihood estimate as does the EM method and the method we propose.
Identification when also input data is missing
In some applications also input data is missing. Missing input data is not as common as missing output data but two possible ways to handle such cases are presented below to make the treatment of missing data complete. In the first approach the missing input data is considered to be deterministic and in the second approach it is considered to be stochastic. The method implemented in misdata can also handle missing inputs.
Deterministic approach
One way of handling missing input data is to treat it as parameters and minimize the criterion min θ,ym,um
where u m is the missing input data. However, it should be noted that missing input data can only be considered being parameters in a true sense when the number of missing input data points do not tend to infinity when the total number of data points tend to infinity, [18] . If this is not the case the covariance matrix of the estimated input data does not tend to zero as the number of observed data points tends to infinity. Hence, the parameter estimate is not a maximum likelihood estimate even if the random vector e is Gaussian.
Stochastic approach with model for the input signal
Another way to handle missing input data is to take a similar approach as was done in [14] for ARX models and augment the model (1) with a model for the input signal. The result is a model on the form
where e 1 has covariance matrix λ 1 I n and e 2 has covariance matrix λ 2 I n . The matrices A 1 and B 1 can represent any of the models listed in Table 1 . The result is the model
which is on the form (1) with B = 0. The random vector e has zero mean uncorrelated entries and covariance matrix λ 1 I 2n . Thus, the criterion to minimize is on the form (9). For the model (14) 
Solving this separable nonlinear least squares problem yields the maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters if the random vector e is Gaussian, [11, 12] . The advantage of the stochastic approach over the deterministic one is that, if the input is indeed well modeled by an AR, MA or ARMA model, the variance of the estimated parameters in A 1 and B 1 can be lower than when missing input data is treated as parameters. The advantage of the deterministic approach is that it can be used even when the input signal cannot be well modeled by a time series.
Solving the two separable nonlinear least squares problems
The two optimization problems to solve are (12) and (15) as (10) is only a special case of (12) . First it is recapitulated how to solve a separable nonlinear least squares problem and then the formulas needed for solving the specific problems (12) and (15) are given.
Separable nonlinear least squares with approximate gradient
For a separable nonlinear least squares problem
where G and h are nonlinear in θ it is possible to do as is suggested in [7] and first optimize over x and then substitute the optimal x, which is 
The solution can be found by a standard nonlinear least squares solver supplied with a function that computes the residual
and the gradient of the residual defined by
However, it has been observed in many studies that the solution is obtained faster if an approximate gradient
due to Kaufman, [17] , is supplied to the nonlinear least squares solver. As this agrees with the experiences from [11, 12] , where parameters of ARMAX models subject to missing data were estimated, it is the approach used also in this article. Using this approximate gradient often reduces the computational time with 25% or more. Furthermore, the error between the real gradient and the approximate one is
which is small close to the optimum if r 2 is small.
Solving the problem without input model
Similarly to what is done in Section 3, let T m be the matrix that picks out the missing data in y, let T o be the matrix that picks out the observed data in y, let R m be the matrix that picks out the missing data in u and let R o be the matrix that pics out the observed data in u. This results in Define γ 1 as
The derivatives of γ 1 with respect to the parameters are
For the separable nonlinear least squares problem (12) the matrices and vectors in (17) are
and by defining
the residual can be computed as
and the approximate gradient of the residual is
(25) All necessary derivatives of A and B with respect to the parameters are given in (27)- (36) . When θ has been estimated an estimate of the variance λ can be computed as
This algorithm has similarities with the one presented in [35] . Output and input data was estimated in the same way. However, the minimization with respect to θ was done using a more or less ad hoc bias compensation scheme in [35] . Moreover, the algorithm was only applicable to ARX models. We end this subsection by noting that x(θ) in (23) can be equivalently computed using a fixed interval smoother.
Solving the problem with input model
If γ 2 is defined as γ 2 = γ 1 /β n no , the expressions in (19) and (20) can be reused. The derivatives of γ 2 with respect to the parameters are
For the separable nonlinear least squares problem (15) the matrices and vectors in (17) are
All necessary derivatives of the blocks in A, with respect to the parameters, except
are given in (27)- (36) . When θ and β are estimated, estimates of the variances λ 1 and λ 2 can be computed as
We end this subsection by noting that x(θ, β) can be equivalently computed using a fixed interval smoother.
Computational efficiency
The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is higher than for similar algorithms for the case of no missing data. For the general case described in [11, 12] the flop count per iteration for computing the residual and its gradients is linear in the number of parameters q, quadratic in the underlying number of data n, and cubical in the number of missing data n m . For the case of system identification of dynamical models it is possible to speed up the implementation, and we show that the total flop count is linear in q and n and cubical in n m , which is a significant improvement over the general case. We will go through the computations step by step for the case without input model. The computations are not very much different for the case with input model, and the asymptotic expressions for the computational cost are the same.
First the matrices A m = AT . This flop count is easily obtained in practice by using sparse matrices or making a custom made implementation. In case the degrees of the polynomials in the models are significantly larger than log n it could pay of to use DFT computations for these filtrations, see e.g. [8] . We have not seen the need for this nor for any custom made implementation-sparse linear algebra techniques are sufficient. The overall flop count is hence in the order of n m nq. We define
The next steps to an efficient implementation is to compute QR-factorizations such that A m E 1 = Q 1 R 1 and M m E 2 = Q 2 R 2 , where E 1 and E 2 are permutation matrices. Here the matrices Q 1 and Q 2 are the first columns of orthogonal matrices. The matrix R 1 is upper triangular, square and invertible since A m has full column rank. However, the column rank of M m is not necessarily full, unless we only have missing outputs. Hence we may write R 2 = R 21 R 22 , where R 21 is upper triangular, square and invertible, see e.g. [8] . The cost for computing the QR factorizations are in the order of nmr where n is the number of rows, m the number of columns and r is the rank of the matrix to be factorized. As upper bounds we may take r = n m and m = n m , and hence we get nn 2 m . We should now compute (23) which are just linear filtrations, which we have already discussed. Hence the cost is in the order of nq.
To compute x(θ) in (23) we should solve a least squares problem, and the solution is given by −E 2 R
It is easy to see that this can be done by squaring the elements in R 1 , and for each column computing the sum of the elements, and then finally multiplying these sums with one another. The cost for this is in the order of the number of elements in R 1 which is upper bounded by n ,j ) which has a flop count of n + nr, which is upper bounded by n + nn m .
We will now start computing the gradient of the residual in (25) . To this end we first form y = T The flop count for computing the matrix within the trace operator in the expression for the partial derivatives for γ 1 is, since
in the order of qn m (n 2 n + n m n). This is the most costly computation.
It remains to form the expression that should be projected in order to obtain the gradient g θ k , i.e.
The cost for this is just nq. Then it holds that
, for which the flop count is bounded by the order of n m n. We will report numerical experiments in relation to this analysis below.
Numerical examples
All numerical examples have been solved using Matlab's nonlinear least squares solver lsqnonlin with the options Algorithm = 'trust-region-reflective', TolFun = 1e-15 and TolX = 1e-6/sqrt(np), where np is the number of estimated parameters. This code implements the methods described in [2, 3] .
Example 1
The purpose of this example is to show that minimizing (11) does indeed yield biased parameter estimates but minimizing (10) does not. The input to the ARX system
where q −1 is the time-shift operator, was a sequence of random variables equal to ±1 with equal probability. The noise was Gaussian distributed with variance 0.5. The number of generated input sequences and noise sequences was 1000. This system has two parameters, a 1 = 0.7 and b 1 = 0.7. Data was generated from time k = 1 to time k = 1000. The percentage of missing output data was 40%. Data was missing at random time instants. Initial guesses for the parameters were zero. The results are shown in Figure 1 
Example 2
The purpose of this example is to show that it can pay off, in terms of accuracy of the estimated parameters, to introduce an input model if the input signal can be well modeled using a time series model. The input to the ARX system y(k) = 0.7 1 + 0.7q −1 u(k) + 1 1 + 0.7q −1 e 1 (k) was generated by the AR process
The variance of e 1 and the variance of e 2 were 0.5. The number of generated input sequences and noise sequences were 1000. Data was generated from time k = 1 to time k = 500. The percentage of missing output data was 20% and the percentage of missing input data was 20%. Data was missing at random time instants. The parameters of the model where initialized by perturbing them such that the zeros of the polynomials defining the model was perturbed 10% of the distance to the origin in a random direction. The results are shown in Figure 3 and for a 1 and decreases significantly for b 1 . It should be noted that it does not pay off as much to introduce an input model when the percentage of missing inputs is small. 
Example 3
In this example the input to the ARMAX system
was a sequence of random variables equal to ±1 with equal probability. The noise was Gaussian distributed with variance 0.5. The number of generated input sequences and noise sequences was 1000. Data was generated from time k = 1 to time k = 500. The percentage of missing output data was 25%. Data was missing at random time instants. The parameters of the model where initialized by perturbing them such that the zeros of the polynomials defining the model was perturbed 10% of the distance to the origin in a random direction. The results are shown in Table 2 . It is seen that the model is estimated with very high accuracy.
Example 4
In this example we have considered 3 different AR-MAX models with total number of parameters, excluding λ, equal to 3, 6 and 8. We have considered data lengths n equal to 200, 500 and 1000. The number of missing output data have been 20, 50 and 100. All 27 combinations of the above data has been investigated, and 20 identification experiments have been Moreover, it might be that the experiments we have conducted are not in the regime where the asymptotic results are valid. However, the experiments indicate that it is possible to solve many problems of relevant size in reasonable time using a prototype implementation in Matlab. It should also be mentioned that for a few cases the solver did not converge. This is not surprising since the initialization of the parameters have been the zero vector.
Conclusions
In this paper a treatment of many common linear SISO models for system identification when data is missing has been presented. Missing input data can be considered as deterministic or stochastic. The stochastic point of view results in a lower variance of the parameter estimates when it is applicable. On the other hand the deterministic point of view works also when the input signal cannot be well modeled by a time series. Two easy to implement algorithms were tested on some numerical examples. The first one yields maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters when only output data is missing and the noise is Gaussian. The other yields maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters also when input data is missing and the noise is Gaussian.
When output data is missing it is not the Euclidean norm of the prediction error vector that should be minimized but rather the Euclidean norm of the prediction error vector scaled by a certain function of the covariance matrix of the observed output data. Neglecting to choose the right criterion will result in biased parameter estimates except for OE and FIR models.
It has been discussed how to implement the algorithms in an efficient way. The key is to use sparse linear algebra techniques.
It is possible to extend the results to multi-variable systems. The structure of the matrices depends on how the signals are partitioned. One possibility is to have blocks with lower triangular Toeplitz matrices. Actually the results are possible to extend to any model that is linear in the noise, the inputs and the outputs.
A shortcoming of the proposed method is that it is sensitive to the choice of initial values as is the case also for maximum likelihood estimation using gradient methods for the non-missing data case. We have tried to use misdata to initialize our algorithm but failed. The state-of-the-art technique to initialize maximum likelihood algorithms for the non-missing data case is to obtain initial values from a subspace method. We believe that the nuclear norm based methods mentioned in the introduction could be useful for this purpose, and this will be a topic for future research. Because of what has been said above we do not see our algorithm as a competitor to other methods for identification when data is missing, but as a complement, which should be used as a final step to obtain accurate estimates of models.
